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Look out awr the skyline of Hew Tort:* of Chicago» of any 

American City* Look at this irregular* towering silhouette that 

man has seemingly thrown up against the sky without plan or consider

ation of nature* and then consider all the majantic beauty of power 

and mass that is to h# found hers. Tea* there is beauty and great

ness to he found in the skyline of a large American City: no one 

can possibly look upon such a sight without feel lug it* Even the 

most staunch critics of the congested vertical city, such as we are 

now considering, cannot deny It as being both greatly impressive and 

beautiful. La Gorbusier, for instance, who in his writings considers 

lew York to be a catastrophe,lessens the eting of his words, by 
1 

admitting it to he a beautiful catastrophe* 

What is it then* that has given our failing cities this glamour? 

What aspect of these same cities has created so impressive a skyline? 

The answer is obvious: it is the towering mas of buildings, which 

themselves compose the skyline] it is the tall* multistoried building* 

the skyscrapers. Of this there can be no doubt* the skyscraper is 

the basis of the modem American metropolis. It is almost impossible 

to even imagine Hew York City* or any other large city within the 

United States fer that matter, without these tall structures* for to

day our very conception of a city Is based upon the grouping of these 

skyscrapers. And yet* only eighty years ago, within a life time, the 

only element of height in the Sew York skyline was that of a few 

church spires rlelog above a lew* flat sea of reef tope* lor at 

that time commercial buildings warn not able to exceed five or six 



stories. To this alssost monotonous picture of a City the skyscraper 

has today added color, beauty and greatness. 

But JttSt what is a skyscraper * can it be classified as any tall 

structure that rites to a dominating height over tiki surrounding 

area? Are the towering cathedrals of Sorope and the Biffie Tower, 

along with the Bmptre State Building* to he considered as skyscrapers! 

Ho, they are not, fer height alone is net the only re*juiresitsat* to 

he a skyscraper a structure wist fit into a far store definite eategoty., 

Briefly, a skyscraper Is a tall, commercial "building of skeleton 

frame construction and serviced hy elevators., 

91ms it is easily seen hew cathedrals and even the Sif fie Tower 

are completely eliminated as possible skyscrapers. But in some cases 

a still ©ore precise definition is needed to designate true skyscrapers, 

especially when concerning the terms *4t»ll* and • skeleton frame ©on*-

attraction11 • .First, that of skeleton frame construction., this denotes 

that the structure contains 210 self-supporting walls, thus reducing 

the exterior walls to mere protective curtains supported, as is the 

rest of the structure, at each fleer level by a system of beam and 

girders, which in turn transmit their loads to continuous eolrans* 

It is interesting to nets that during the early stages of development 

tewards the skyscraper, tall wM&nry buildings (constructed with self-

supporting, solid masonry walls) serviced with elevators obtained 

heights up to sixteen stories. And although these tall buildings 

visahly challenged, sad in many cases exceeded la height, the true 

skyscrapers of the period, they cannot, because ef their construction, 

correctly he called Skyscrapers, By sons historians, these tall 

masonry buildings with elevators have been termed, pre-skyscrapers* • 2 
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The restrictive term, 11 skeleton freuse* f Itself offers room ffcr 

controversy, tfhen one considers skeleton frame construction in con

nection with the skyscraper, he almost always thinks in terms of 

structural steel construct ism ef *I* beams and of •#* columns* 

And yet there are today many tall buildings, ef skyscraper propor

tions, that are of reinforced concrete, skeleton frame construction 

which also seemingly answers the definition of a skyscraper. The 

question is therefore raised as to whether these concrete Arams 

buildings are to be equally upheld as true skyscrapers along with the 

more popular and taller, steel frame bulldingst Although there may 

be many sides to this question, I personally do not believe that a 

reinforced concrete building can be classified as a true skyscraper* 

The term, skyscraper, itself implies great heights, and where as the 

steel frame combined with the high speed elevate* has made height 

theoretically almost unlimited, construction with the reinforced 

concrete frame is definitely limited as to height* I would, there

fore, include, * steel skeleton frame construction?, into any 

definition of a true skyscraper. Even so, it is still undeniable 

that the expression and character of a tall reinforced concrete 

skeleton frame building so closely resembles that of a true skyscraper, 

that it cannot go unnoticed and warrants special consideration. 1 

would, therefore, consider it to be a skyscraper in a more or less 

limited sense, as a * limited skyscraper*. 

Height is also a very controversial subject in connection with 

the skyscraper: the question being just how * tall11 most a building 

be, to be classified as a skyscraper. Is there a definite mialmnm 

height of a skyscraper? Providing that it meets the other r̂ cfulre-

ments, can a building he classified a skyscraper if it exceeds five 



or six stories, the pre-development limit of commercial buildings? 

If it exceeds ten stories? Twenty, or forty? Actually, however, 

there is no definite height* It Is more or less a relative situa

tion* completely dependent upon the buildings association with the 

surrounding skyline* throw up a ten or twelve story offiee building 

In a email mid-western city* the people here would proudly look up 

to it* because of its domination over the other buildings In the 

city. It would without a doubt bo a skyscraper to these people and 

to their city* And yet this same building would sink almost un

noticed below the skyline of Hew Yoik City. She height of a skyv» 

scraper is. therefore* a relative matter* depending upon the buildings, 

location, and the people who view it* 

The domination of the skyscraper over the skyline of the American 

city la today an accepted fact* Both commercialism and men them

selves have found, in these uplifting towers of steal and masonry, a 

home well suited to the modern city* they undoubtedly are the best 

known and most typical structures of the Twentieth Century, and yet 

few building types have appeared, developed, and matured in so short 

a time* fifty years cover* the entire span from William LeBaron 

Jenneyfs first multi-storied metal frara structure to the Empire State 

Building* Perhaps this rapid development has not resulted In the 

ideal solution of a modern city; perhaps there has been a great lack 

of foresight and overall planning* let we are proud of our sky

scrapers. We are proud of them as symbols of the success and wealth 

of our cities. We are proud of their majestic beauty; of their 

greatness in maws* Bat most of all, we are proud of their height* 

This feeling of personal pride In the skyscraper can easily be shown 
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by the air of distinct ion and individuality that is associated with 

a very tail building — almost any person is able to identify the 

tallest, or taller buildings within his respective city; whereas he 

most likely would be unsure as to the identity of other structures* 

This distinction, enjoyed by taller buildings, has at times been 

capitalized upon by owners who have built to exceptional heights* 

mainly for the publicity thereby gained. However, it was not to 

satisfy this mental desire for height that brought about the develop

ment of the skyscraper, for its development is bound up with the 

creation of a modern office building, an administrative center* 

Twenty or thirty floors of offices in one stack, Joined by rapid 

vertical transportation, are immeasurably more efficient than those 

same offices spread out in only five or six stories. HLlminate all 

these tall structures from our cities and you would reb them, net 

only of their glamous, but of the centralisation and unity for which 

the city stands. Thus the skyscraper is a symbol of our age it 

employs into its nature the architectural form of our business minded 

nation. It is a commercial structure designed as a home for business* 

The skyscraper also dominates the skyline of American architect

ure. It is our greatest contribution to the field of architectures, 

and it remains, even today, as the most distinctively American build

ing type in the world. Stare to there is pride in the skyscraper, in 

it's very existence and in our ability to conceive, evolve and pro

duce the materials and mechanisms that compose this type structure* 

But there is no great pride in the overall picture that is presented 

by our * skyscraper cities® as they stand today, crowded and congested. 

Bare the mistakes and short comings are being realised, and plans 

and designs for the future are being formulated, in an attempt to 
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eliminate the reoccurrenc* of these defects and to help remedy thosa 

of the past* 

The sfcysoraper was born during a period of economic e3Q>ansion 

within the United States* During the second half of thexineteenth 

century our cities found themselves not only as crowded manufacturing 

centers* but alee as the centers of large sales and distribution net

works spreading across the nation* The rapid growth of these cities 

resulted In large concentrations of people In relatively small areas* 

thus creating an important social factor towards the development of 

the mlti-storiad building* * urban congestion** This congestive 

situation was even farther exaggerated by the tendency of commercial 

and business offices to crowd together towards the trading center of 

the city; the result* of course* being that the value of land at this 

point was enormous* And as these land values, and likewise property 

taxes* rose to such heights it became necessary for owners to get an 

increased return from their property; this could only be done by de

manding e<jually enormous rent for office area* or by adding to the 

rentable area of the property. Since it was found to be almost is** 

possible to raise rents above a competitive point, and because there 

was yet a seemingly endless dê iand for additional office space, the 

land owners turned towards the possibility of increasing the rentable 

area of their property; taller buildings, to build vertically instead 

of horizontally* However* here too they were met and stopped by a 

limiting factor* a limit imposed by man's own reluctance to cliafc ad

ditional flights of stairs* Rental valuea for office space pregve**-

ively fell off above the third floor* thus reducing the commercial 

value of the upper stories and confined all commercial structures to 

five or mix stories* let the desire fe#* and the necessity of the 



tall building had been firmly established* the need was i w for a 

"building type espaelally designed to fulfill the fraction of maximum 

off lee area within a W&M&mm of land area. 

In addition to this social factor, there were two structural 

factors which made the skyscraper possible: the development of the 

elevator, which made the tall building a commercial success, and the 

steel skeleton frame, which made the tall building of twenty or more 

stories structurally possible. It was through the elevator that was 

found the immediate answer to the demands of property owners for in

creased office area in the form ef taller masonry buildings. And 

then a bit later through the development of steel ffeaswi construction 

that they were able to achieve the great heights that we today proudly 

point to as the American skyscraper* 
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1 . New York City by night. 



It has long been hsld as an undeniable fact* by perhaps even 

the majority of the people who are at all familiar with the term* 

^sfcyBcraper** that the invention of the steel skeleton frame was 

the initial cause* if not the only cans** of the modern skyscraper* 

And It is easily understandable Just how they hare come to this 

conclusion. Whenever we watch the construction of a tall building* 

we see this frame~work of steel rise first to the sky* and we think* 

how this use of steel has permitted such wonderously high buildings* 

Sreu In the definition of the term* * skyscraper* » the steel skeleton 

frame Is brought to light as being the decisive factor In Its deter

mination: we are able to point out two buildings* quite similar In 

height and appearance* and yet because one Is not of steel frama 

construction It cannot be classified as a true Skyscraper. Thus 

people hare come to hold a dose association between the terras* 

* skyscraper* and * steel skeleton frame construction*, &nd consequent

ly are of the opinion that the development of the skyscraper dates 

from the introduction of the steel frame into the building. 

In reality* however* It was the elevator that was the Initial 

cause of the skyscraper* and the steel frame its consequence. As we 

have semi* before the development of the moltl-storied building the 

height of all commercial buildings was limited to five or six stories* 

fhis was not because greater heights were structurally imposslbla* 

but rather because of the difficulties and loss of time involved in 

the climbing of more than four or five flights of stairs* At almost 

any point during the history of civilization man has been able to 

erect masonry struettires to far greater hei&Kts. And even these 
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office building® of five and six stories were dwarf ted by BOU-

commercial structures within the same cities: the senlth of lew 

York City1 s skyline at this time was the Trinity CJmrch steeple, 

which reached mm® feet above the streets, the approximate height 

of a tweu%y~five story office building, Mas ha* found himself re

stricted from the mere efficient maltt-stcried building through hi# 

own unwillingness 'to climb to these heights* However, with the appear

ance of the elevator all floors* me matter how high* nere given equal 

accessibility! thus permitting the development of the tall building 

in accordance to the demands of property owners* 

Through the use of the elevator masonry, office buildings mm 

quickly carried to ten, twelve, and even sixteen stories, but her* 

again a limit as to height was reached* This time due to the weight 

and bulklness of masonry construction itself: the higher the build

ing, the heavier and thicker must be its lower walls. And already at 

ten and twelve stories these masonry walls had arrived at such 

enormous proportions that vast mounts of valuable ground floor area 

was being lest to them* It therefore became obvious, that if the 

structure was to keep pace with the ever improving elevator, a new 

and lighter type of construction must be developed. The ultimate 

outcome of this, of course* being the steel skeleton frame* 

Bad it not been for this development of vertical transportation, 

there would not be any skyscrapers today, nor any need for skeletom 

frame construction, tfe can, therefore, quite safely state that the 

actual development towards the skyscraper began with the introductiem 

of the elevator into the commercial building, i.e., the elevator was 

the initial cause of the skyscraper. And as the elevator evolved, so 

did the skyscraper* The phases in the development of the moltl-



storied structure can be traced in those taken by the elevator. Look 

again at the skyline of Hew fork or Chicago» leok at the buildings 

themselves in respect to their variations in height. There are those 

buildings of five and six stories* the old **waited type, of the period 

before the passenger elevator made its appearance* There are those 

of twelve* fourteen* and maybe twenty stories* whose main artery is 

the hydraulic elevator. And then there are the record breakers of 

thirty and more stories* which were made possible by the speed of 

the electric elevator. 

YKRTICAL fEANSPOHTAfIDS 

Realising the absolute importance of the elevator in relation to 

the evolution of the skyscraper* it is only natural to devote some 

space to the history of Its development. A complete report of Its 

history is* of course* unnecessary for such would entail ones going 

much farther into the past than is required for a study concerning 

its application to the commercial structure for passenger service. 

Ancient woodcuts and tapestries have furnished evidence of the eleva

tors existence centuries ago* in the form of crude hand powered lifts* 

which were almost without exception limited to the carrying of goods* 

unless perhaps in some rare Instance circumstances warranted the 

hazardous lifting of a passenger. It is also believed that types of 

lifting devices were used In the construction of the pyramids of 

Sfeypt and the Indian Temples of the Americas* 

The first development of any relative importance to the multl~ 

storied building was the invention of several freight platforms by 

Henry Waterman in 1850. These early elevators are of special note* 

because they were designed and constructed along the same line of a 
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modem elevator* a rectangular platfem. mechanically hoisted hy 

rope through a shaft eat within the build itself* Although they were 

dangerous te operate and completely unsafe to ride, they served the 

purpose of which they had been designed, that of lifting industrial 

freight. Also* attributed as an important incident la its history 
1 

was* *a mechanism far hoisting observers to the top by steam power", 

of a three-hundred foot central tower; as mm proposed by architect 

John Borgardus for the Crystal Palace Exhibition of 1853 in Mew York 

City* And although never carried into reality, Borgardus had never

theless proposed the first passenger elevator in the world. 

What is gtstasss&ly considered "to .be the first passenger typs?* or 

safe elevator was an Industrial freight elevator designed and installed 

by Ulsha Grave Otis in 1852, and equipped with an automative device 

to prevent Its ever falling even should the hoisting rope break. 

Otis then sat asp a small factory for the manufacture of this type 

elevator, and In 1855 he demonstrated his 11 safe* elevator at the 

Crystal Palaee Exhibition in Hew Toxic City by riding up and do*n on 

the platform himself and at times even cutting the hoisting rope. 

The first actual "passenger* elevator was installed by Otis in 1857 

at the S* T. Baughwout China Store, a five story building at Broadway 

and Boone Street, in Sew Tork City. This elevator was a steam power

ed, belt driven mechanism, and it marked the beginning of an era in 

which elevators have made possible buildings of ev r increasing 

height: the beginning of the development towards the skyscraper. 

It was not until two years later* in 1359 that a second passen

ger elevator was installed* This time in the new Fifth Avenue Hotel* 

a six story structure also located in lew lork City* This elevator 

was called a "Vertical Screw Ballway* and had bean Invented by Otis 



Tufts. The elevator ear was set upon a vertical iron screw extending 

the whole height of the elevator well and actually passing through 

the center of the car itself* It was propelled upward by a steam 

engine revolving the Iron screw, moving as would a great nut traveling 

along a revolving belt* Tufts also Installed a similar elevator la 

the Continental Hotel In Philadelphia, but they were frequently getting 

out of order and were far too slow for practical use In a building ef 

consequent height* 

The development of the elevator continued at this slow pace, 

very few even being Installed, and they were not yet popularly accept

ed as successful by the general public: break downs and accidents 

were frequent and stories of these were circulated in highly exaggerat

ed forms. Many people still preferred to walk five flights of stairs, 

than what they thought would be to Jeopardise their lives by riding 

an elevator. However, in 1871» architect George B» Post supervised 

the Installation of the first passenger elevators ever to be placed 

in aa office building in the Tlrst Jquitable Building of Hew York City* 

This installation proved to be an immediate success, and for the first 

time the elevator began to receive favorable publicity* Then in 18?2 

Cyrlss If. Baldwin, a member of the Otis organisation, invented the 

vertical hydraulic elevator, a radically different type elevator, cap

able of much higher speeds than had ever been possible with steam 

power. It was this development which definitely established the 

elevator in the commercial building and furnished the Incentive far 

the erection of higher buildings. Although comparatively slow, by 

todays standards, the hydraulic elevator did permit the speed necessary 

to carry the masonry structure to its limit; thereby giving rise te 

the need for skeleton cermetloiu 
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The vertical hydraulic elevator consisted of a cylinder ant 

piston mounted vertically In the Aevator shaft, and was arranged to 

raise ami lower the ear by means of a system of sheaves and cablss 

geared to an mechanical ratio, A vertically geared hydraulic slsvator 

with a rise of 240 feet and a geared ratio of 8 to 1, would only re

quire a hydraulicly operated piston of slightly more than thirty feet 

In length. The water pressure necessary to operate the piston was 

supplisd by steam driven pumps sad a systesi of tanks* which along 

with required piping occupied a considerable amount pf space in the 

basement of the building serviced. A variation ef this type elevator 

was the horizontally geared hydraulic elevator, which had the operating 

hydraulic cylinder sad piston located horizontally In the basement* 

• later development of the hydraullcally operated elevator in 

1898 was that ef the *d±reet plusger method0; which offered high speed 

mad emooth operation* bat were exceptionally expensive to Install, 

They required that the cylinder be sunk Into the ground, immsdiatsly 

below the elevator, at a distance slightly la excess ef the travel of 

the elevators the plunger being attached directly to the elevator ear* 

Although mainly used for short rises, a number of the© were used far 

passenger service 1m buildings of twenty or mere stories, sad a few In 

buildings thirty stories high. 

The hydraulic elevator lad made possible the masonry pre-sky

scrapers and had caused the birth of the true skyscraper, but even It 

soon became a height limiting factor in the further development of the 

skyscraper. The reason that the hydraulic elevator was not often used 

in buildings of twenty or more stories was the all-Important *Time 

faster11* The hydraulic slsvator was too slew; consequently the sky* 
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unlimited. 

flue electric elevator first appeared in 188? and in 1889. the 

Otis Company installed the first two successful electric powered 

elevators in the Bemarest Building, Hew Tork City. These early 

elevators were operated by worm-geared drum machines with direct cur

rent motors, which were far from producing the smooth, high speed 

power that the electric elevator has today. They were slow, their 

spsed limited by the ,/om-gearing. and their height of travel was 

also limited by the width and else of the drum on which the hoisting 

cables were wound. %draallc elevators, therefore, continued to be 

meed for all high speed, high rise Installations. However, in 1895 

the multi-voltage principle of control was adapted to the electric 

elevator, giving it almost perfect smoothness ef operation. And then 

In 1902 with the development of the gearless traction electric 

machine; a machine using no gears, the driving sheave belijg mounted 

directly en the armature shaft of the motor, which made the electric 

elevator capable of any rlee mad any desirable speed, the limitations 

ef available m thods of control the principle factor in determining 

a practical elevator speed. It was found that even Allied operators 

could not effactively control an elevator at a speed in excess <*f 

600 feet per minute. The perfection of the electric elevator, there

fore, resulted In the development f automatic controls* In 1915 the 

effective speed of elevators was increased through the invention ef 

a device for automatically bringing the car platform to a step level 

with the floor landing. And approximately five years later a complete 

system of automatic controls was developed, relieving the operator of 

all duties except that of pressing buttons to register the destinations 

of passengers* The ability of the operator no longer being a limiting 



factor* permitted comfortable speeds up to 1400 feet per minute and 

made possible even eueh structure at the Umpire State Building* 

X* is interesting to note that the first elevator system devised* 

which approached the needs of a modern skyscraper* was not associated 

with the development of the commercial building* It was designed far 

the Blffle Tower in 1889* 'oar large* double decked elevators ram 

from the ground to the first platform* two sore ran to the second 

platform* and the rest of the ascent was made In two stages by a 

pair of hydraulic elevators. The total height of the ascent was a 

thousand feet and took seven minutes to complete* 

THE STEEL SEKLKTOH FRAMK 

To accurately trace the development towards the steel skeleton 

frame it is necessary to drop beak to Sngland in the year 1780, where 

the cast iron column first appeared In building* But just what has 

the oast iron column to do with the American skyscraper and structural 

steel construction* ens might wonder* The answer is to bs found in 

the skyscraper Itself — the first true skyscrapers* built over a 

hundred years after the east iron column first came Into use, de

pended upon these same cast iron columns for the vertical supporting 

members of its skeleton frame* 

Oast iron columns ware first used to replace wooden pasts am 

roof supports in English cotton mills, where the great alms of new 

machinery had demanded as few and as small obstructions possible. 

They were then considered as only lighter and stronger substitutes 

for weed* and ware used in combination with stone* brick and tinker 

construction. Later cast Iran trusses began to replace the heavily 

timbered roof trusses of these same cotton mills* and later still ths 
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cast iron girder an* brick floor arch ware Introduced In sdll con

struction. But it was the cast iron column* because of its slettderness, 

its firs resistant qualities, its simplicity and econony of manufacture, 

and its resistance to heavy loads| that gained immediate popularity 

with builders and architects, and assumed a major mXm in all types 

of building and In all parts of the world where it was to reign un

disputed for ever a hundred years. Mot only did it besoms mm integral 

part of construction, but it was also accsptsd as a dscoratlve feature 

of architecture! desist, besoming an object of dscoratlve embellish*. 

meat* 

the first mas of east iron columns end beams fur the whole 

interior ef a building was accomplished by Boulton and Watt, the 1»-

venter of the steam engine, for the construction of the eetton mill 

of Phillip and Lee at Salford, Manchester, in 1801* The mill, 

exceptionally high for this early period, was seven stories in height, 

and 140 feet long by 42 feet wide* Its exterior wells were self 

sufypertlng and of masonry construction. The interior width was divided 

into three bays, fourtssn feet in spam* by two rows of columns at 

nine foet Intervals I the brisk arched floors being carried em *T* 

type cast iron beams* which spanned the f turtecn feet bays and wars 

supported upon the columns and the exterior walls* This mill, with 

its interior, sage typs construct lea was the prototype fer all firs 

resistant buildings of the ninstssnth century, and it Is recognised 

today as the first step in the development of the steel skeleton 

f he fir.t mmmmm «•*«*«*. of m, **««««*, hmllt wiiM* 
the United State* nelng cast Iron heaa* and arched hrtek fleer, warn 

the Harper and Brother. Building erected in lew Tork City at Franklin 
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Square an Feast Street In 1854* The year before the building 

previously occupied by the Harper and Brothers publishing fin bad 

been destroyed by firs, in what was considered the greatest firs less 

ever suffered Tjy a first to that data* And sashing to prevent the 

raaaaorrs&fe* of suah a disaster, the larper firs ereoted this first, 

so called, fire-proof building of any importance in the Country. The 

five story structure was constructed with brisk floors arched between 

iron *I* beams which were bolted to exposed and highly ornamented 

hewed girders* These girders consisted of an arched rib and a straight 

tie rod of cast iron* and were in turn supported by east iron columns 

and lead bearing masonry walls* The front of the building was also 

constructed or ornamented* hollow oaet iron. A M it is alee important 

to note that the vary first iron *I* beams relied in the United States, 

by Peter Cooper in Trenton, Hew Jersey* were in the construction at 

the Harper Building* 

Previous commercial buildings were to some extent almost all of 

frame construction* that is their floors, partitions, stairs ami roof 

were no more than a mass of wooden beams, joists, planks, studs, fur* 

ring }and lath, surronded by exterior walls of solid masonry. In many 

instances cast Iron Interior columns supported and rested upon wooden 

beams or girders* But aa these frame office buildings strove to reach 

the six story limit, imposed before the development of the elevator, 

It became evident that these tall* architecturally designed piles of 

kindling wars highly susceptible to fire* and because of their height 

difficult to central* A trend therefore developed towards the use af 

fire-resistant materials in the construction of new buildings, one af 

the first being the Harper and Brothers Building* 

Iron as a substitute for wood in building was long thought to bs 



fire-praef because af its fire-resistant qfoalltles* And far this 

reason it was need not only to replace wood in the structure of a 

building* hut was also used as a substitute far masonry in the fronts 

of buildings* This practice was due to the belief that Iraa was 

superior to masonry or ston- work which would crack and flake when 

exposed to fire and thereby be rained in appearance* avast though it 

did not fail structurally* This belief, of course, proved to ft* 

erroneous and after a number of fires which resulted in total failure 

of such east Iron fronts* it became apparent that cast iron was com

pletely unreliable at the high teqpemtare* produced in a fire* Thus 

causing this typs of construction to be condemned by fire dspartatents 

and Insurance companies* and forcing builders to return to the us* 

of solid masonry for all exterior wall construction* But nevertheless 

these early substltutlsas of east Iran columns far solid masonry aa 

a massui of support in exterior walls represented a decisive step to— 

wards the development of the skeleton frsme* 

Commercial buildings with east iron fronts had sprang up all 

over the Onlted States between the years af 1855 snd 1875• the as 
called * east iram age* of Aasrloaa arsfelteetiirs* 4*1 te often these 

cast Iron fronts were molded to reeeable and counterfeit the masonry 

which they replaced end ornamented to conform to aa accapted architect

ural style* James Bogardus* early examole* the Harper and Brothers 

Building, was designed with a combination of wide sxpanses of glass 

separated by iron columns sad arches in a Venetian Renaissance style* 

Other architects, taking their ana from this sad othar aaosaples af 

Bogardus1 waste, almost completely lost the true expression af the 

Iran column In their attempts to revive the ancient styles in eaat 

iron* There ware, however* a few which actually reveal a straight 
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forward eonosyt «f thair function, a correlation idth tha interior 

east iron frame. *ypioal of this latter type are a nnaiber of Buildings 

located along tha oontral rlrsr front of it. Louis* smnjr «f which 

vara erected hy tha foundries that produced tha oaat iron, and with no 

architect hawing had a share la thair design, flha flamtt Building, 

which Is perhaps the finest arawplo of tha expression of tha east iron 

front is located, within this district, at 219-221 Chestnut Street.2 

Its front ie being removed hy the Vatlonal Parit Service for future 

museum nee* 

With the development of the vertical hydraulic elevator in 1872 

the eix story limit on commercial buildings was lifted, and within 
OF* «•** J*, IIA S> ISJ AL *MA. DAW: 'M ÂX ISM ISSM MI HIIIII.JSJSI JM_ HIIS JI .QLHL JI*_ USAN JSN ASSSDAALH Mk tikmimtmm AM AS ŜII 4H • * JYTAW TEBDR JS&M̂EATKV «AW rf% "M HI IMMJ**! ALSL J*H-*AA'<SFC*IAL* 

xnree years pre—ssyscrapers pagan 1 0 appear* xney were sail MFTAAMMGF, 

elevator buildings; tha first stmcturss to bs designs* around vsrti-

cal transportation, Their exterior walls were ef solid masonry, 

supporting met only their own enormous weight, but also a share ef 

the fleer ami the reef leads far bar beams sad girders /were est directly 

ints the outer walls* Their interiors were supported on a frame of 

circular east iron celumms smd wrought Iron beams; which were quit* 

often designed in a disjointed, hap~hasard fashion, leaving tha 

principle rei lanes for stability sad strength upon the masonry eon-

strustlemta These east iron columns were still Isft exposed to vies 

and to possible contact with fire, fleers were constructed in the 

only fire resistant methods known at this time: through the urns of 

sithsr brisk arches or corrugated iron, sprung from flangs to flange 

between * I* beams, and leveled with concrete. However, both mstheds 

wars heavy SAD faulty, adding considerably to the wslght imposed upon 

ths masonry walls and also leaving the lower flanges of the supporting 

*t* beaa* unprotested smd open to attach from firs. The llmitatioms 
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In buildings of this charactar; as to height, safety aad freedom af 

architectniml design; are here easily recognised* 

The first of those elevator buildings, or rre-skyscrapers, was 

the ten story lew York Tribune Building, erected by Morris aunt in 

18?**, And the last and tallest of than being the Moaadnock Building 

In Chicago, designed by Burnham and Boat in 1893* which Managed to 

reach sixteen stories but required masonry walls nearly fifteen feat 

thick at the basement level. Two other important buildings of this 

period were: the Hew York World Building, designed by George 1. Pest 

in 1890, which was thirteen stories high not including a seven story 

dome rising out af its roof, and the Chicago Auditorium Building, by 

Adler and Sullivaa In 1890, which although only tan stories to its 

main roof, was dominated by a seventeen story masonry tower. Adler 

and Sullivan later maintained their architectural office on the tap 

floor of this tower. 

As these prs-skyscrapers developed, their limitations became mors 

noticeable* The higher they want, the heavier and thicker became their 

lower walls to counter-act the crushing weights Imposed upon them* 

At twelve and fourteen stories, the lower walls had assumed such pond

erous proportions, that not only did they occupy great amounts of 

valuable first floor area, but window openings were necessarily reduced 

In else and were so deep that natural light was all but excluded* 

Also, the weight of these heavy walls was so great that the lead per 

square foot on the fleeting type foundations then ussd was too much 

for the soli, causing considerable soil compression or settling* 

further Increases in loads per square foot of foundation area wars 

virtually impossible* 

Whan considering the thinly covered A y scrapers of today, It is 
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difficult te imagine building* with outer nails of firs or more foot 

in thickness — it dees not seen passible that business offiaes could 

be located behind such a barrier. Realising the serious limitations 

Imposed upon the tall buildings by the bulkiness of these lead bearing 

walls, architects and builders attempted to devise new and ligtetsr 

means of construction. Their first efforts, of course, being directed 

towards the possibilities of lightening and scaling down the proport

ions of these masonry walls* 

An early attempt te lighten these load bearing walls without 

weakening them, was that of building east Iran members Into the walls 

to assist the brisk and masonxy In withstanding the crushing weight 

applied to it* The east iron most usually being placed between window 

openings, share narrow piers ware especially desirable* This practice, 

howsver, proved unsnoaesfuOl in most cases; because the oast iron ami 

masonry wars hare being used as one mass to resist the compressive 

forces acting on the wall* and whereas the brisk and masonry joints 

would themselves oosprass or settle the east iron would not* Thus 

aaasing aadasirabla strains and sarfacs cracks in the masonry finish 

ef a wall, A partial answer was* however, found in the reduction af 

the dead leads carried by these walls* The heavy, brick arched floors 

accounted for most of this dead weight, and with the invention of the 

hollow tile flat arch* by Balthaser Krelscher, the total weight af 

fleer construction could bs greatly reduced. Hollow tile fleers 

weighed only one-fourth as much as did those of brick* This maw type 

floor construction also offered the advantage of superior firs protect

ion; the tils could be formed so that It would recess around the 

previously unprotected lower flange of supporting *1* beams* Wmm 

further reductions in the weight end slss af masonry eomstruotlom 
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were made possible by the use of east iron columns, set independent 

of the walls, to carry all the roof and fleer loads that before hat 

been transmitted into the wells. Tor the first time masonry walls 

could be constructed where were only * eelf-supportinaf, that Is thsy 

were free of the Interior structure, supporting nothing but their own 

weight• An example of this type of construction is found in the Yew 

York World Building. Here, the lead relisvlsif columns are recesssd 

into the thicker walls at the lowsr stories, but emerge and are sons 

distance clear of the walls at the top, Kvea so, while only self-

supporting, the exterior masonry walls of the World Building required 

a nine foot thick bass to reach its height of thirteen storiss — 

the answer te lighter construction was not to be found within the 

limits ef masonry construction* She next stsp, although held, was 

logical: if masonry was so heavy that It could not even successfully 

support Itself, then why not also support It upon a oast iron frame 

as had been done with all ether leadsT From these early attempts te 

lighten and fireproof construction: the using of cast iron fronts, 

the embedlng of cast iron compression members Into masonry, sad the 

relieving ef the masonry wall from Its load bearing duties; the 

skeleton frame evolved in answer to the demands of the tall, commercial 

building. 

The first building ssploying a tins skslston frame in its con*-* 

struction was, however, not built in the United States, lor was it 

in any way connected with the development of the American skyscraper. 

It was ths chocolate works, erected in 18?2 by Jules Saulnlar at 

Hoisiel-sui^Marne, near Paris, France. The factory is constructed 

upon four large iron girders which rest upon stons piers set Into ths 

Marae River, Ths skslston frams, which could be seen on the surfaces 
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of the walls, was of oast Iran and carried the whole weight of the 

building, The exterior walls were of bellow brick aad merely served 

as filler between the oast iron members* Although widely published 

In Trench reviews, this building remained unknown in the United Statea 

and, therefore, in no way Influenced the development of the skeleton 

frame within the United States. She chocolate works, Itself, was 

only a four story building without any vertical transportation, ami 

cannot be classified as a skyscraper. 

Generally recognised today as being the first true skyscraper 

actually built, was the ten story Home Insurance Building in Chicago^ 

treated by William La Baron Jenney la 188**, It represents the first 

application of the skeleton frame to an elevator serviced commercial 

building* Jenney had dans, what had never before been attempted* ha 

carried the entire building: roof, floors and exterior walls, upon a 

frame work of cast irem columns and wrought iron aad steel * I11 beams, 

with the exception of the two Interior party walls which were yet af 

load bearing masonry construction. When construction had reached the 

sixth floor, the Carnagie-Fhipps Steel Company asked Jsmnsy'e per

mission to substitute newly railed Bessemer steel beams for wrought 

iron beams on the remaining floors* Jenney consented* and the Zmm 

Insurance Building also became the first commercial building to employ 

structural steel in ite construction* 

The reasons for Jenney* s departure from accepted methods of 

construction, and the system he devised are best explained by Jenney 

himself* as given in a statement read before the American Institute 

of Architects in 1891: 

•The condition of a very compressible soil carrying 
only a light weight per square foot neeeesltated a differ
ent method of construction from those in general use* The 
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have been advanced mora often than amy other a. Ami In one or two 

cases he attempted to establish a legal claim to skeleton construct

ion. Bufflngton claimed to have invented the skyscraper in 18801 

receiving his inspiration from the published lectures of a French 

architect, Vlollet-le-Boc; In which Tlollet-le-Duc remarked that, 

*a practical architect might not unnaturally convolve the idea of 

erecting a vast edifice whose frame should bs entirely of Iron.,., 

preserving (that frame) by means of a easing of stone.11 Bealls-

lng the possibilities of a skeleton frame covered with masonry, 

Bufflngton made designs and sketches for several such ami ti-storied 

buildings of twenty, thirty and fifty stories in height* He called 

them * cloud-scrapers*, and even wont so far as to make calculations 

of column slsss for different heights. However, it was not until 

1888, four yean after the Home Insurance Building had been construct

ed, that he published his designs and applied for a patent upon the 

structural system he had devised. This, along with ths fact that 

ths system he advocated, concerning solid laminated steel columns, 

was highly extravagant and Impractical, weakened the effectiveness 

of his claim that he was ths inventor of the skyscraper. 

Another possible claim to the invention of the skeleton frame 

was that raised by Oeorge B. Post's Produce Kxchange Building in Hew 

York City. Completed in 188**, simultaneous with the Home Insurance 

Building, ths principle of skeleton construction was partly used in 

Its design. Post, had stapportsd four heavy fireproof stories of its 

Interior court upon Iron glrdsrs and columns, and only the Hew lork 

building code had prevented him from using this same form of con

struction for the exterior walla of the building. Although the Produce 

Exchange Building competes with the Borne Insurance Building for ths 
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honor of being the first to use skeleton frame construction In a 

modern sense# It was not designed in the spirit of the skyscraper 

and has no claim as such. Its skeleton frame had not been planned 

to obtain height, but only as a convenient method of supporting the 

heavy court walls, and Its low height does not in any way express 

the character of a skyscraper* 

Also in 168**, architect Fredric Brumama published a pamphlet in 

which he gave a complete outline concerning the design, construction, 

and advantages of skeleton framed, multi-storied buildings* Whereas 

Jenney and Post had only partly employed skeleton frame construction 

in their designs, Bromaun had published the first vision of a complete 

skyscraper* 

Considering the validity of these various claims, it seems only 

fair that the credit for the Invention of the skyscraper be divided 

among these men; each receiving Just recognition for his part In its 

development: Jenney and Post, for having devised and executed the 

first skeleton frames Buffingtom, for having created the first design 

for a skyscraper; Bsamann, for the first complete vision of a modern 

skyscraper* and again, Jennsy, for having actually constructed the 

first skyscraper* 

It was not until three years after the completion of the Bsme 

Insurance Building, 1887, that a second skyscraper, the fourteen story 

Tacoma Building, was erected. Also built in Chicago, it was designed 

by the architectural firm of Bolablrd and Boche. Its exterior walls 

were supported upon an iron frame of Improved design* and for the 

first time, the walls were started at points midway between the ground 

and roof* The party walls, as in the Berne Insurance Building, were 

of solid masonry construction* By the use of skeleton frame cons treat-
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Ion, ths Tacoma Building gained rental area equivalent to that of an 

additional story. 

In 1889; the skeleton frants evolved into fundamentally the sane 

structural system that is ussd for moltl-story buildings today* In 

that year. Burnham and Boot designed and constructed ths Band McSally 

Building, which employed the first skslston frame made tip completely 

of rolled structural steel beams and columns riveted together. Ami 

also in 188^, Jenney erected his second Loiter Building, ths first 

skyscraper of pure skeleton frame construction. That is, the first 

without any load bearing or self-supporting walls. Its method of 

constructlen, at last perfected, the skyscrapsr began to reach for 

new heights. In 1890 Jenney designed ths Manhattan Building, and than 

in 1891 Burnham and Boot erected ths Masonic Temple, twenty-one storlss 

high, and the tallest building In the world at that time. It was also 

ths first skslston framed structure to exceed the heights previously 

attained by masonry buildings. 

It should be noted that all the skyscrapers so far mentioned 

wsrs built in Chicago. This is because the skyscraper was originated, 

established, end developed within that Mldwsstsm City, and did not 

even appear in Hew York City until 1889. In fact, at this early date, 

skslston construction was of ton rsfsrrsd to as, 11 Chicago construction*. 

Ths reason that this early development took place in Chicago was be

cause the City was yet comparatively young and had been undergoing 

almost complete rebuilding, following ths firs of 1871 • Whereas in 

Hew York, building was now carried out In a more conservative manner, 

and was subject to a rigid building cods, which prescribed minima* 

exterior well thicknesses for different building heights and prevented 

experimentation with thlner wells. Therefore, skslston construction 
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was permitted only after it had been prove* elsewhere, The first 

skyscraper in Hew York City, the f ower Building, came about wham 

architect Bradford L. Gilbert was commissioned to erect a tall build

ing upon a narrow twenty foot let. Iodising that the thick sails af 

masonry construction would render the lower fleers useless, Gilbert 

planned to use thin-walled Chicago construction (skeleton frame com* 

structlon). And even though this type of construction had beam 

proven successful in Chicago, he yet had great difficulty in obtain

ing authorisation to utilise It In lew York. In 1899 the Society of 

Architectural Iron Manufactures of lew York, placed a tablet la the 

lobby af the Tower Building declaring It to be the first known example 

of skslston construction. Although erroneous and despite the indigna

tion of Chicago architects, the tablet remained in place until the 

building was demolished in 191k. 

It mas not until 1892 that lew York City revised its building 

cod ̂s to permit skeleton frame construction. This obstacle removed, 

skeleton frame construction invaded Hew *orifc, and shortly Hew York 

City began to surpass Chicago, taking over the leadership in the 

erection of skyscrapers. Early in 1899, George 1 , Pest erected the 

St. Pad Building, twenty-five stories in height, succeeding Chicago9s 

famous Masonic Temple as the world9 s tallest building. And later the 

same year, the Park Bow Building gained this distinction by towering 

some thirty stories above the streets of lew Teste City. A bock, wrlttsn 

by Joseph Treitag, at thin time concerning architectural engineering 

in respect to the tall building, spoke cf the Park Bow Building ami 

the highest office building ever erected, and it la very doufotfol 

whether it will be found either desirable or profitable to erect ether 

buildings as high ae this one.18 ~* 
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But Bf.ew York did build higher: the Singer, Metropolitan, Wool-

worth, and Chrysler buildings each successively enjoying, for a brief 

period* the distinction of being the tallest building In the world* 

Then In 1931 • Just as the era of the supeivskyscraper was brought ta 

a close by the depression following the Tlrst World tfar* the Empire 

State Building was completed* One hundred and two stories* 1248 feet 

high. It was designed by the firm of Shreve, Lamb and Harmon, and re

mains today the world1 s highest building* 

Structurally the skyscraper has not undergone any drastic 

change* The first pure* steel skeleton frame as used in the Lelter 

Building, 1889, was fundamentally the same and practically as efficient 

as any now In use* The only recent development of any Importance, 

being that of arch welding as a method of joining the structural steel 

members* Welded steel does offer a more efficient and ridged frame 

than Is obtained through riveted joints* 

Cast iron columns had to some extent continued to be used lit 

skeleton frame construction as late as 1904, and were employed in 

buildings up to seventeen and eighteen stories in height: the Man

hattan Life Insurance Building and the Ansonla Hotel, respectively* 

Although more economical, cast Iron suffered in corparlson with the 

newer steel sections being Introduced* Its principle disadvantage 

was that beams or girders had to be bolted to it and, therefore, did 

not lend itself to as rigid a frame as was possible with riveted 

steel menfeers* Bolts never completely filled their holes; whereas 

hot rivets forded into their holes airiest became m integer**! of the 

beams and columns. In one case a building at Ik Maiden Lane in Hew 

York City was blown eleven inches out of plumb through, the inability 

of bolted iron construction to resist wind pressure* The final 
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disappearance of the cast Iron column followed the collapse of a 

thirteen story building in 190ft, during its erection* Although 

its cast Iron columns were probably not the cause of the failure, ths 

association alor^ ras enough to prevent their future uss In any largs 
7 

structures, 
»arly stssl columns wsrs built up of lighter, rolled steel 

sections such as channels, plates, angles, Z-bars, I-beams, and even 

special circular sections; and were designed by the architect for a 

articular job. Many of these sections were patented and manufactured 

by only one mill. It was not until later that the standardized, wide 

flange B-colunn was developed and came into general use. 

Reinforced concrete skeleton frame construction, has to sons ex

tent been able to compete with steel in the erection of multi-storied 

structures; although It is generally restricted to structures of 

twenty or loss stories. Hers, however, it does offsr several attract

ive advantages: it affords a more economical const met Ion* carries 

its own flrefproefing, requires lsss skilled labor to erect, and offers 

a homogeneous design in beams, columns, floors and even exterior. 

But because of its limited nature, as to height, one does not usually 

consider reinforced concrete In connection with ths skyscraper, and 

the definition of a true Skyscraper excludes this possibility* 

rOUHDASPIOHS 

The development of both the elevator and steel skslston frame 

was spectacular and aroused great Interest in the publics with each 

stsp taken, new buildings and new heights were attained. There was, 

however, aaothsr development taking place at this same time which was 

not nearly so spectacular and for the most part progressed unnoticed, 

but yet was of the utmost importance to the future of the fell building. 
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This development took place underground, and concerned the foundations 

upon which all structures must rest. At the time the skyscraper be

gan Its evolution the science of foundations had not advanced pact 

the stage set by engineers during the Renaissance. All walls and 

columnc were carried on continuous, spread footings which rested or 

flooted upon the surface of the earth; their else, or spread, depend*. 

lug upon the bearing pressure of the particular soil. All buildings 

est tied to some extent as the soil compressed under the weight of 

these footings. And as the tall building began to make its appearance 

and the weighte imposed upon such footings became much heavier, the 

problem of settling became quite serious. This was especially true 

in Chicago, because the City is built on a bed of muck along the 

shore of Lake Michigan. Bars it was not uncommon for large structures 

to settle a foot or mere, and It became necessary for architects te 

allow for this, slanting the sidewalks upward to the building in hope 

that when the building did settle the sidewalks would sink with it 

to their true plane. The extent of this settling* unfortunately, 

could only be guessed. Portions of the Auditorium Building settled 

as much as eighteen Inches, and the five million dollar federal Build

ing, completed in 1880, settled so badly that within eighteen years 

It was condemned and demolished, quits often these buildings did mot 

ssttls evenly, particularly if a part of the soil built upon had 

previously been compressed by an earlier structure. This, cf course, 

resulted in buildings which were considerably out of pluafc. Chicago9 s 

famous, twenty-one story Masonic Tenple settled five or six Inches 

more in the rear than it did along the etreet. 

The flret improvement over these old oontimn us type footings, was 

the use of an Independent foundation for each column. This practice 



permitted a more accurrte figuring of column leade and this a more 

uniform settling: it was first for the Montaok Building by Bumham 

and Root In 1881. The stepped, masonry pyramids necessary for thsss 

independent sprsed footings, so filled the bassment of the Montauk 

Building that the boilers has to bs located at grade in the air court* 

Another improvement was, therefore, the substitution of steel-grillage 

footings for those of stepped masonry. Requiring an excavation of 

as little as three feet, these cros sod-steel footings permitted ths 

utilisation of bassment area. 

Pile foundations, also an ancient form of footing, ware not used 

to any great extent In Chicago. It was almost impessibls and costly 

to reach hard-pan or bed rook with piles; and consequently those which 

were used ssttlsd almost as badly as did spread footings. However, 

in Hew York City, where bed rock was fairly close to the surface and 

the eoll condition too variable for heavily loaded spread footings, 

piles were found to be a satisfactory support for early skyscrapers, 

Ths real answer to the problem was, of course, to actually carry 

the footings or solid piers, upon which a building could rest, to 

bod rock. This was made possible through ths development of the 

various types of caissons: open, hydraulic, and pneumatic. Although 

slightly different In operation, their principle is the same, that 

of sinking a steel dram through the soil, sand and mack to bsd rock, 

sometimes seventy-five to a hundred feet below grade. The caisson 

sinks as fast as men excavate the earth from within it, leaving a 

sort of open shaft above, as it sinks to bed rock., When bed reek is 

reached the caisson and shaft are peeked with concrete, leaving a 

solid pier from bed rock to the desired height at which the building 

will rest* 
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Plate 2# 

2, 1, V- Haughvout Building^ employed th.9 
first passenger elevator. 

3 . Early Existence of the 4. Vertical 
elevator. Hydraulic elevator. 



Plate 3, 

5. Harper and Brother's Building. 

6 # Demolition of the Harder and Brother's 
Building. 



7. Monadnook Building, pre-skyscraper. 8. Hev York World gilding, 
pre- skyscraper. 



9. First design for a skyscraper, 
Buffington. 



Plate 6. 

10. Home Insurance Building, the first true 
skTBcraper. 



Plate 7, 
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Larimer column, f 

Plate and angles, 

Z-bar column, without covers, 2 rows. 
4-section Phoenix column, 4 rows. 

Channel column, with plates or lattice, 4 

Gray column, 4 rows, 

Channels, web-plate, and angles, 6 rows, 

Box column of plates and angles, 8 rows. 

Y Latticed angles, 8 rows. 
b 

8-section Phoenix column. 8 rows. 
Z-bar column with double covers, 10 row 

1 2 . Early steel column sections, 



Plate 9. 

14, Hasomic Temple, the world*s tallest "building 
at the time of its erection. 





ARCiawofORAi, maim or the s g Y s a a ^ 

Since the development of the skyscraper, aoet architects have 

been able to matter it* teehnical aad structural problems, but few 

have been able to clothe Its steel frame In a logical, straightfor

ward manner. Perhepe they had been too long occupied with solid 

masonry construction to at once realise the possibilities, and the 

necessity, of a new and lighter expression. To them, the Skeleton 

frame was only a convenient means of stretching masonry walls to new 

heights. They designed and expressed the skyscraper Just as they 

had done with masonry construction! many a daring structural feat 

was lost without a trace beneath a blanket of seemingly solid masonry. 

The architectural styles of the ancients: Romanesque, Classic, and 

Gothic were used successively to cover and hide the skeleton frame, 

and it waa to be thirty-five years before the supporting frame was 

to free itself from these masonry envelopes and dictate the form and 

expression of the modern skyscraper. 

THE CHICAGO SCHOOL 

Considering this long period during which the skeleton frame was 

denied expression, it seems almost contradictory to note that a number 

of the best solutions to this problem, the expression of the skyscraper, 

are among the earliest. However, in Chicago immediately following the 

development of the skeleton frame, Sullivan, Jenney, Burnham and Hoot, 

and Holablrd and Roche designed a group of skyscrapers which have 

proven to be among the most honest, straightforward expressions of 

the skeleton frame. They had let the steel frames, of these early 

structures, be the determining factor in their designs; reducing the 
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masonry portion of the exterior vails to be a single sheath protecting 

the frame, and leaving iflde expanses of window area Between the piers, 

which wars termed, "Chicago windows*. Jenney's second Loiter Building, 

the first complete skyscraper, tended toward a purity of architectural 

expression which was a fitting match to Its purity of structure. And 

in his design for tha Tair Building he made the lower two stories al

most all of glass, a sharp transition from the heavy masonry bases 

which architecture had grown accustomed to. The Marquette Building, 

by Holablrd and Boche. with Its marrow, well proportioned piers and 

spandrels, and wide expanses of Chicago windows, was the typical 

office building of the Chisago School of design. And, of course, 

Burnham's leliance Building, which was a tower of glass and white tile, 

completely devoid of bulky masonry. These are among the best examples 

of the Chicago School, that group of architects who had first spanned 

tha schism between design and skeleton frame construction. Thsss are 

the skyscrapers, that because of their honest expression of the stsel 

frame, were termed Chicago packing cases and cheap engineering solutions 

by Beaux-Arts Instructed architects from the Eastern states, who stood 

by waiting for their opportunity to turn the skeleton frame into a 

dresn-horse for the styles and decorations of ancient civilisations. 

But it was mainly Louis Sullivan who led the Chicago School, 

and was ths greatest In his understanding and mastery of the express

ion of the skyscraper. In fact, the entire development of the modern 

movement, which was to come some thirty-five years later, may be found 

In his work. It was Sullivan w o, in his rfainright Building, first 

gave the skyscraper Its heaven leaping verticals he then designed 

several buildings la wfcdeh he emphasised the horlsontal. It was he 

who firet anticipated the sst-back etyle of modem skyscraper, sad 



proposed Its use in bio designs for a fraternity Temple. And then 

in his Carson, Pirle, Scott Building, he produced his greatest design 

and gars to us a beautiful example of the true expression ef the 

steel skeleton frame. Oulded by his outline of a clear and honest 

philosphjr towards the steel framed, multi-story building, rather 

than by custom andtraditlon; SulliTan was a prophet mderalsm. And 

had he been recognised and followed,the skyscraper would not hare 

been submitted to thirty-fire years of "exterior decoration". 

As far as SulliTan was concerned, masonry construction for ths 

tall building was a thing of the past, and was to be forgotten, so 

that the mind of the architect might be free to solve the obviously 

new and different problems Involved in skslston frame construction. 

Be believed that the function of ths frame should not be suppressed 

by the design or style of Its cover, and also that the nature of the 

skyscraper, height end uniformity of plan, should enter into Its ex

pression'. With these principles in mind, Sullivan designed hie first 

skyscraper, the tfalnwright Building in St. Louis. Here was no attempt 

to imitate solid masonry construction, the windows dominate over the 

obviously thin protective sorer of brick and tera eotta. fhe office 

floors are all identical in exterior expression, because they are 

alike In plan end funetlom, and are bound together by the continuous 

treatment given the vertical piers. The Walnwrlght Building represents 

the first successful architectural solution to the skyscraper and it 

Is capable of comparison with modern examples. 

Sullivan repeated this vertical emphasis on the Schiller Building, 

1892, in Ohleage, and the Guaranty Building, 189*, la Buffalo. But 

im 1893 *» had designed the Meyer Building In Chicago, and had here 

deliberately placed the emphasis upon the horlsontal spandrels between 
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the window tiers. Actually, however, the skeleton frame Is a neutral 

or static network, completely Impartial to direction: floor leads 

are horizontally transmitted to vertical columns. 9ulllvam had merely 

picked out and emphasised one of these two directions. Aad it was in 

his realisation of this fact, that the nature of the skeleton frame 

la neither vertical nor horizontal, hut a series of static cages, that 

inspired him to his greatest design, la 1899 he erected the Carson, 

Plrie, Scott Building, then the Sehlesinger and Meyer Building, in 

which the skeleton is expressed in Its purest form, resulting in ma 

exterior grid pattern. Both the piers and spandrels are of a minimum 

size, completely reducing the facade to its function, of admitting 

light. Although neither the vertical nor the horizontal members of 

the steel frame have been emphasised, because of its elongated Chicago 

windows and use of narrow bands of ornament to border the spandrels, 

the building had a definite horizontal organization. Considered the 

best sky scraper of the Chicago School of design, the Carson, Pirie, 

Scott Building remains today as one of the most direct and honest ex-

preesione of the steel skeleton frame, 

The Chicago School wae out short by the Classic Bevival, its 

examples and Influences unnoticed and disregarded In the years to 

follow. And yet we are able to find designs of a more recent nature, 

which eo cloeely resemble these early works that they seem to be later 

developmente of the same Idea. In 1922. Walter Gropiue entered a 

design in the Chicago Tribune Competition, which was quite similar in 

expression to Sullivan's Carson, Pirie, Scott Building. It was based 

upon the same grid-like exterior pattern of the skeleton frame, and 

even employed the elongated Chicago type window. It,too, ems regarded 

as unstylish aad received little consideration in the Competition. 
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Many of our clean-out,modern skyscrapers are also very reminiscent 

of the spirit of the Chicago School. The new Equitable Savings ami 

Loan Building in Portland, designed by Pietro Bellnschi, as an example, 

is seemingly a modern reincarnation of the Canon, Pirie, Scott Build

ing. Although of reinforced concrete construction, here is such a 

pure and honest expression of the true, static natures of the skeleton 

frame that It deserves special notice in any case, fhe narrow piers 

and spandrels have been covered with an aluminum sheathing, which 

e upled with the wide expanses of glaes gives the building an" extreme

ly light charactert here is truly a glass and metal tower. 

CLASSIC REVIVAL 

In 1893 the World's Columbian Exposition, with its false, classi

cal architecture exploded in the midst of the Chicago School, leaving 

ite influencee demolished and forgotten, fhe Exposition was to be 

held in Chicago, with architects from the Bast to aeslst in the design 

of the buildings. Daniel Burnham, a recognised leader in the Chicago 

School and chairman elect of the imposition's architectural board, had, 

through a feeling of •cultural" Inferiority to Eastern architects, 

permitted this Eastern delegation to gain control of the architectural 

board. The Eaetern architeste were strong in their insistence for 

the Claaeie style, fhe West was seek — only Sullivan fought against 

them, fhe Roman Classic style was officially adopted for the Exposi

tion. •Culture" was brought to the West, the Chicago School choked 

off, and Sullivan defeated. 

•ew Tork City had never even accepted Richardson's Romanesque' 

style, her tall balldiags all bore the stamp of the Classics: typical 

of the Hew Tork multi-story building at the time of the. Chicago School, 
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Is George Post's sorld Building. And nov triumphant, the Chicago 

School defeated, tho Classic ReTiral spread. The United States was 

flooded with skyscrapers ridiculously decorated with colonnades and 

other Classical debris meticulously copied from the ancients. The 

templee of Rome and Creese were mads to tower above the streets of 

our cities, their outer shells a disguise, the true function and 

structure of the building hidden within. At times wren the structure 

was corrupted so that ths exterior might appear stylistically correct. 

But for all their good taste and stylistic correctness, they were 

architecturally week. There was no unity in then, the Classic style 

did not freely lend itself to great heights, and consequently erne 

tewple surmounted another until the desired height was finally reached. 

In an effort to obtain an architectural unity for the tall 

buildings, the Classicists formulated the assumption that the facade 

ef a skyscraper should be proportionated according to the laws of the 

Classic column, with a base, a shaft, and a capital. The base was 

usually composed of ths lowsr two or three stories, and was designated 

sy heavy masonry or wide columns pretending to support the above psrtion 

of the euildlng. Above the bass was the unornamented shaft, of office 

tiere, which was generally the best part of the design, although every 

effort was made to have it siaulats solid masonry. The shaft was 

then terminated by either a colonnaded temple, or by a heavy, project

ing cornice corresponding to the capital. The result of this type of 

design was a weighted structure that would have fitted perfectly te 

eolid masonry construction, but completely lacked the clean, light 

expression that is the inherent quality of the steel skeleton frame. 

One sight wonder why architects had even attempted to unify the 

Classical style to the skyscraper. The two seem so unrelated- the 



heavy, low •ton* temples aa compared to the light, •oaring char act er-

latioa of the steel framed skyscraper. Driven hy this M O M of conflict 

architects turned towards the Gothic style. Here they found an ax-

preeslve analogy between the tall building and the towering Gothic 

cathedrals of Europe, fhe inherent vertical emphasis of the Gothic 

style offered a welcome solution to the problem of architectural 

unity in the skyscraper, fhe soolworth Building, designed by Cass 

Gilbert in 1913* is our best example of the Gothic style as applied 

to the skyscraper, end through It, the entire period may be summed up. 

fhe fenestration ef its feeade Is almost true to ite skeleton frame, 

except for the addition of false intermediate piers and excessive 

ornamentation, fhe facade doee net pretend to be a solid self-

supporting mass, but frankly admits that it is only a light protective 

curtain — thin bands of vert leal, Gothic tracery replacing the heavy 

masonry piers of the Classic style. 

fMa Gothic style had given the skyscraper unity and form; it 

had admitted the existence of the skeleton frame, but had hidden it 

beneath detailed Gothic ornament. It was the only decorative style 

that could logically be applied to the tall building, but yet, at its 

beet it was not a solution for the skyscraper, fheee decorative styles 

were devised hy past civilisations to express a certain form of con-

etructlon. fhe skeleton frame la a new form of construction and should 

be expreeeed as such. 

wmuanm 
fhe modern swvement has attacked thle problem of the creatton ef 

an original style, or styles, suited to the nature of the skyscraper's 

construction. It has stripped the skyscraper of all surface decoration, 



permitting lte expression to be determined by Its skeleton frame, we 

call these clean, elmplified skyscrapers "modern", but actually what 

are they except an answer to the structural honesty that Sullivan had 

advirated years before? 

The transition from the corrupt Classic skyscraper to the modern 

conception took place over a rather long period of time, and was mere 

the result of outside Influences than a realisation or understanding 

of the problem by American architects. The Voolwcrth Building, la 

all its Gothic glory, was itself unknowingly a part of this transit

ion! hers.the masonry look had been given up, admitting that the 

exterior wall wee nothing but a light curtain supported upon a steel 

frame. The soning laws Installed by Bow Xork City in 1916, regulating 

buildings to prescribed set-backs at certain heights, were else in

fluential to ths transition. These required set-backs forced architects 

to give consideration to the form of their buildings. And gradually 

they came to rely more upon form, than upon surface decoration, to 

give expression to the Skyscraper. The most dramatic and decisive 

event of the transitional period was, however, the Chicago Tribune 

Coapotitlon. Bold in 1922, It attracted entries froa all parte of the 

world for the design of a tower office building. The first prise 

went te Baymnd N. Bead sad John Bowells for an attractive, Gothic 

styles design, lat It was the design entered by Ulel Saarlnen, awarded 

second place in the competition, that was hailed by critics and archi

tects alike. Bare wee a refreshing design, with a clean, honest 

vertical expression, completely devoid of distracting stylistic decora

tions. Sere was everything that had been desired in the Gothic styles 

natty, llgataeees even more perfectly expressed. It was logical, 

powerful, and most Important it was original, untainted with history. 



And In this design those architects who had been tending away fro* 

surface decoration in favor of form found an escape from the ties of 

stylized architecture. 

R ymond Hood, who had won the Com etition with a Gothic Tower, 

omm realised the greatness of Saarlnen* s design and within a year he 

had erected the American Radiator Building, in to which he introduced 

amen of the sane einpllfie* vertical expression.2 the Shelten hotel 

and ethers were quick to follow, and then in 1926 the erection of the 

vertically sleek lew York Telephone Building proclaimed the establish

ment of modern deeign in the skyscraper. 

Hood carried this simplified vertical emphasis of the modern 

skyscraper to its extreme limit in his How Tork Bally Hews Building, 

fhe spandrels have been set deep between smooth, continuous piers and 

are even further subdued by the use of coder, white vertical piers 

against dark spandrels, almost completely eliminating the horizontal 

from the expreeslon of the building, fhis was modern design, clean 

simplified linee sweeping skyward. But it was far from being an honest 

expreeelon ef the steel skeleton frame, fhe skeleton frame Is a 

static, neutral unit and such a gross over-emphasls of only'element in 

lte function was but a corruption of its true nature and expression. 

Simplification from ornament and style ie, alone,not the whole answer: 

Sullivan had shown the way in his Oar son, Pirie, Scott Building, 

Hood realised that he had carried the vertical emphasis past Its 

limit, into an architectural dead end, for in his next design for a 

skyscraper, the KoOxmw-Hlll Building, he turned towards a mors hori^ 

sontul expreeslon. Although again missing the whole function of the 

eteel frame, he had nevertheless made a step forward, by breaking the 

vertical. 
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following the example set by the McGraw-Hill Building the emphasis 

was swung to the horisontal for skyscraper design. Architects soon 

began to employ cantilevered eonstruction because of its honest hori

sontal expression. But this systsm of framing was net Justified by 

any actual need. The real answer to the problem lay in the acceptance 

of the fact that the true expression of the steel frame is both 

horisontal and vertical. Howe and Lesease readily proved this fact in 

their design for ths Philadelphia Savings fund Society Building. Here 

both horisontal and vertical are combined to produce one of our most 

beautiful skyscrapers. Ths Bquitable Savings and Loan in Portland, 

and the Lakeshore Apartments in Chicago, both recent developments, 

are excellent In their expression of the sksleton frame. The skeleton 

frame has at last been rediscovered. 

Another recent innovation in modern skyscraper expression has 

b"en demonstrated by the Secetarlat Building of the United Bations 

Headquarters In Bow York City. This thirty-nine story building is a 

perfect rectangular slab, its two broad facades completely of glass 

and thin aluminum separators. Here the exterior wall has been reduced 

to a thin curtain of glass, hanging as an independent unit in front of 

the supporting stsel frame. Ie this expression to be hailed as a 

solution to the problem of the skyscraper? Perhaps, it is light, 

simple and certainly quite frank in its dependence upon a skeleton 

frame for support; and by being a free-hanging curtain it is an escape 

from the problem of expressing the skeleton frame. Tot, by the very 

fact that the skeleton frame is hidden behind this highly reflective 

surface of glass seemingly leaves ths problem unsolved. Are we; as 

the early architects who, becauss they were unable to create an ex

pression suitable to the skeleton frame, hid it behind heavy aasonryj 
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being forced, because of a lack of creative ability, to hide the 

skeleton frame behind a screen of glass? 

It le difficult to criticise the modern morement, as & period It 

Is not yet consists, Mlstakee have been m ade and can be pointed out* 

bat as a whole, by the simplification of the design and elimination 

of historical detail* this period le a great iraprorement over its 

predecessor* And perhaps by seme ef our efforts a step has been taken 

Into the fntnre. 
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Plate 11. 

17. Carson, Pirie, Scott Building. 
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Aald the congestion which grips our cities today, the «&yscr**per 

stands as both a symbol of future relief and as the monster which has 

forced upon us this condition. Controversy rages as to its future* 

and even nt the present tiae new scning laws and restrictions are 

being proposed for ite control, this* however* is by no means a new 

situation to the rityecrapcr, for its entire development has taken 

place under bitter controversy and opposition* I t was because of build-

in* restrictions that the skyscraper was not permitted t o first develop 

In Mew Tortc City. And those which first appeared in Chicago were, 

even than* subject to attack, these early attacks against the sky-

scrapes1 were chiefly directed at the unsightly character of these 

tall structure* which supposedly were disfiguring the streets and 

skylines of our cities, and also gainst the possibility of their 

collapsing Into n crowded street.1" Such disasters were predicted for 

year* by men. of actual technical knowledge, who feared internal 

efcftnn.ee would weaken the steel members of the supporting frame. 

Surprlsliiglytauch of this early opposition against the erection 

of skyscrapers came froa architects as well as other sources. Even 

George B. Po«t; who had done so wmch to pave the way for the invent

ion o f the skyscraper, by installing the first successful elevators 

and by being one f the first to devise and employ skeleton construct

ion; was himself a prominent leader of this opposition. Claiming 

that the gr >uping of such tall buildings would destroy the beauty of 

our cities, in 189** h« ^r^sided over the Architectural League of Hew 
2 

York City, which advlcated legislation against the skyscraper. 

Tailing in its attempt to outlaw the tall building, the League was 

http://efcftnn.ee


dissolved, and architect Pont, apparently somewhat related in his 

feelings towards the dtywcreper erected the s t . Paul Building in 18991 

twenty-five stories highf and at that time the tallest buil&ing In 

the world. 

As the skyscraper developed, unrestricted, this controversy 

continued* the arguments for restrictions and controls becoming more 

plausible and obvious with each advancement In height and bulk. One 

has but to view this outgrowth of unrestricted skyscrapers, such as 

Is found In lower Manhattan, to realise that some form of controls 

were unavoidable. In 1916, lew Tork Oity passed the first compre

hensive sonli« laws, placing certain restrictions upon multi-story 

structures* Other cltlee were soon to follew with similar legislation. 

However, In wist eases these restrictions have proven inadequate and 

have only added new fuel to the old debate over the skyscraper. 

tiBG'KWSTB AGAINST TBS SKTSGBAPKB 

Although there are a few arguments used against the skyscraper 

which are to a certain extent Justified In their claims, the majority 

of then are equally unjustified and without basis. Considering first, 

one of these arguments or charges against the skyscraper that has 

been proven to be without basis: that charge that contends the sky

scraper Is the cause of, or at least Is the major contributor to the 

traffic congestion which 1A choking our cities. Traffic congestion 

is probably the most serious problem facing our cities today and one 

which must be solved If the city is to survive as a business center, 

but to place the blame for this upon the skyscraper i s fundamentally 

incorrect, frue, the tall building has resulted in large concen

trations of people In relatively email areas, but it i s not the comes**-
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tratlon of pooplo which causes congestion, rather it is their continuous 

movement from one place to another. The tall Building offers an ef

fective unit in which business nay be quickly transacted without 

necessitating the use of streets and sidewalks, Whereas i f these tall 

structures were spread out Into many more but smaller buildings of six 

or even ten stories, ths use of etreete any other means of horisontal 

comramication would be greatly increased. Height facilitates inter

nal exchange, reducing travel, and therefore congestion. 

As further proof, it may be pointed out that certain large cities 

which have no skyscrapers have traffic congestion problems exceeding 

those of skyscraper eltlee. London, for instance, which limits build

ing heights to approximately one-hundred feet, has a congestive 

situation that exceeds even that of Hew York City.-5 It is also noted 

that within lew fork City, itself, the most congested areas are not 

those surrounded by skyscrapers, but those which are surrounded by 

relatively low structures.** Th* skyscraper is not a major cause of 

traffic congestion, In fact, it actually tends to relieve congestion. 

It has given to our etreete a third dimension, taking choking hori

sontal traffic off the streets and converting it into vertical traffic 

within on« building. The skysersper is, In reality, a vertical 

street. 

Another so-called argument against the skyscraper, which is 

mostly without foundation, is that concerning the dangers to public 

safety involved in a tall bulldingf usually contending that danger 

arising from fire, earthquake and tornado increases with the height 

of the building. And although the excellent record of the skyscraper 

has all bat silenced this particular argument, it is still used to 

some extent, especially following the occurrence of a serious fire or 



other disaster. 

Originally this public safaty argnment began with the fears of 

early critics that one of these stsel frame structures night collapse, 

this fear has, of course, completely given way to those of fire and 

natural catastrophe and even these are slowly dying out. There le 

very little baele for fear of either strong wind or earth shock in 

connection with a modern eteel frame building. The American Society 

of Civil Engineers, having studied both possibilities, cams to the 

c ncluaion that no wind Is likely to subsist at a velocity great 

enough to damage a steel frame building designed according to present 

standards, and also that there is sufficient evidence to warrant that 

such a structure would be abls to withstand the stresses resulting 

from shook of Intensity equal to any recorded earthquake in the State 

of California. As a matter of record, no steel frame building has 

ever collapsed during en earthquake. The fear of being trapped by 

fire in an upper floor of a tall building, is likewise an exaggerated 

argument against the skyscraper. Even though all skyscrapers are of 

fire-proof construction. It is true that a serious fire le yet possible 

because of highly combustible Interior trim and equipment. This, 

however, is no more troe of •> skyscraper than It is of any type build-

in/?, rmd is n condition that may be regulated and prevented by the 

uee of fire resistant materials for the interior furnishing of ths 

building. In fact, beeauss of their great and size, skyscrapers are 

usually required to he better equipped for fire protection than are 

lower tutldlngs. And isolated fire-tower stairs provide a means of 

exit free from smoke and fire. Actually the record of the skyscraper 

against fire le surprisingly good, with very few instances of fires 

resulting in appreciable lossee, A most recent serious firs occurring 



within a ekyeeraper, and certainly one ef the worst on record, which 

hae produced a series of charges against the tall building, is that 

of the LaSallo Hotel fire la Chicago. Here the fire fed upon combust

ible furnishings in the lower floors of the Hotel, the structure of 

the building remaining undamaged and even preventing the flames from 

spreading to the upper floors. "Tory few deaths were actually caused 

by bums, most of thorn due to inhalation of smoke and hot gases dis

tributed throughout the building by open stairways and pierced elevator 

shafts. Bad it not been for these unprotected stairways and elevator 

shafts, it is most likely that the entire fire could have been con

fined to the main floor.* ^ This Is, of course, now being required 

in all modem building. It ie obvious that much can be done to im

prove the fire resistant abilities of our skyscrapers, but should 

also be noted that height doee not contribute to the danger. 

In contrast to the previously mentioned arguments against the 

ekyrw-mpar, the charge that the tall building deprives city streets 

of light and air ie to a certain extent Justified in its claims. One 

has but to view the desk narrow canyon, which le Wall Street, Hew Tork 

City, to realise the serlousnees of this charge. Unrestricted, the 

tall building had closed in upon the streete and upon themselves, 

shutting out light and air. In m * , it wae thie situation that 

forced lew Tork City to pass certain restrictions upon the skyscraper, 

requiring set-backs from the property line at specified heights, in 

order to open up and lighten theee streets. Thie action has resulted 

in considerable improvement, but is not the whole answer. The base 

ef the building is yet permitted to cover the entire elte, crowding 

the etreets end neighboring buildings until the set-backs come Into 

effect at a ooneiderable height. The problem Is, therefore, not ee 



much one of height, as it is of concentration and hulk. Rockefeller 

Center has shown that with proper planning the tall building can pro-

ride more light and air than is possible to obtain with lower but con-

geeted buildings, this argument is still very much in use against the 

ekyeeraper, and should hare its effect upon the legislation of new 

itoning laws and the future of the skyscraper. 

That charge which claiire that the tall building is an economic 

failure, le undoubtedly the most plausible argument that can today 

be raised againrt the skyscraper. Although the general claim that all 

high buildinge era unprofitable is greatly exaggerated; there is a 

definite economic limit to the height of any building, depending upon 

the slse of its let and the land values Involved, and to build beyond 

thie limit would prove to be unprofitable. As the building rises, 

more elev tors are required to service it pro erly and at a determin

able point too much valuable space, in proportion to the rentable 

area, is lost to these elevators. Other factors, including construct

ion ooete, of oouree, enter Into ite determination. This economic 

limit, however, may not be reached until at forty stories, sixty 

storiee, or even greater heights; and up to this limit the taller the 

structure, the more profitable it would prove to ba,^ 

Consider the fallacy ef erecting only a elx, or even a ten story 

hotel or office building upon a valuable cite within Hew Tork City. 

Ineuch a case a much higher building would certainly prove to have a 

far greater percentage of return upon the original inveetmsnt. It 

also deee not seem peeeible that American business interests could have 

made so many bad investments, as to erect ekyscrapere without hope of 

a substantial return. 



SOBTTO LAW*! 

the New Tor* City Building Zone Resolution, adopted on July 25, 

1916, represents the first comprehensive net of regulations placed 

upon the skyscraper. Other cities bad,prior to this, established 

absolute height restrictions, as Is the custom of Saropeem cities, 

but lev Tork City was the first to attempt to control and regulate 

the tall building without actually imposing a limit upon height. Since 

1904 Boston had rectrtcted heights to 125 feet for buildings fronting 

on wide streets and 80 feet for those on narrower streets. Washington, 

D. C. prescribed allowable heights not surpassing the widths of 

bordering streets increased by twenty foot, and in no case exceeding 

130 feet. And Los Angeles limited buildings to thirteen stories, none 

to oToood 150 feet. Shortly after Boston had passed its height re

stricting ordinance, ths Westminster Hotel challenged the Cities right 

to limit the height of buildings by exceeding the itmxised 125 foot 

limit, the City sued and won their ease against the Hotel, and ordered 

the top floor removed from the Hotel building.? In 1928, Boston re

voked thle absolute restriction on building heights in favor of a new 

sonlng plan, similar to that originated by Vow Tork City, 

Following its Introduction Into Hew Tork City, the skyscraper 

had developed and progressed unrestricted. It had been built along 

the same patten as had been the older masonry structures, covering 

the entire eite and raising Its exterior walls unbroken from sidewalk 

to roof, only higher, much higher. Streets were reduced to mere slits, 

cut between the towering, perpendicular walls of these skyscrapers, 

^nd were darkened further by cornices projecting eight to fourteen 

feet, from some of these cliff like structures, out over the streets 

themselves. 1st not only were ths streets shut off from light and 

air, these early skyscrapers had also succeeded in closing in upon 
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one another. Straggling for survival, they were forced to purchase 

or rent air rights over surrounding low hull ding a to protect what 

light and air they bad. • Congestion has reached such proportions that 

the right to light and air le legally sold as a ooBnodity.*8 

In 1913 » Heights of Buildings Consdttee was authorized to conduct 

an investigation on existing conditions in Xew Tork City and to prepare 

a means of regulating height, else, and arrangement of future build-

Inge. But It wae not until 191$; following the erection of the new 

Equitable Building which rose perpendicular to the sidewalks for 

forty-two stories. Its roof almost equal in area to its base; that 

the Wow Tork City Building Zone Resolution was actually drawn up and 

passed. Although setting a definite limit upon Just how high a build

ing could rise at lee property line, this resolution also states pre

visions for additional height through the use of set-backs and permitted 

a tower, not covering more than twenty-five percent of the lot, of 

unlimited height. The height to which a building could rise at lte 

property line was determined by the width of the street abutting it, 

and by the height district in which ths building was to be constructed. 

In the Hall Street district a multiple of two sad one-half times the 

street width wae permitted; above this, the building must set-back one 

foot for every five feet of additional height.9 

The set-back resolution was immediately hailed as a great advance-

Bent in sonlngt not only wae it accepted as ths ideal solution to ths 

problem of controlling the tall building, but also as a stimulus for 

a new form and aesthetic beauty for the skyscraper. Other cities 

were quick to adopt similar measures, and architects even quicker te 

apply this set-backed, pyramidal silhouette to new buildings, whether 

required by law or not. In reality, however, its result was but a 
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distortion of both th» fom and the function of the skyscraper, fhe 

rigid eat-back pattern had placed an invielble envelope around the 

skyscraper, through which it could not pass; it imat diminish in forn 

and function as it rises, but y t its base is permitted to cover the 

entire lot crowding out J ight and air with its massive hulk. These 

Hew Tork resolutions have proven unsatisfactory because they have been 

baeed upon the assumption that each structure is an individual problem 

and, therefore, should be individually controlled. This Is incorrect, 

the skyscraper cannot be planned as an Isolated object within its own 

boundaries, it must be planned in relation to the buildings and area 

that surround it. fhe skyscraper must be free to retain its most 

functional form at any height, under proper surrounding conditions; 

not cramped and reetrained into a dimensioned envelope. 

la an effort to remove this envelope and set the skyscraper free, 

but yet retain control over itj lew York City is studying a new zoning 

plan, this proposed ordinance would do away with all enforced height 

restrictions and set-back clauses, c ntrolllng the skyscraper with 

three elastic limitations! floor area Ratio, fixing the total bulk 

for buildings in varying districts and permitting height ratios in 

relation to allowable bulk sad portion ef lot covered; Angle of Light 

Obetructlon, giving architects freedom by fixing only an average angle 

of light that can be Hocked off by the building; and Area for Idg» 

Access, requiring windows to have a certain arc of unobstructed view 

in relation to surrounding structures. 
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The skyscraper la tha outgrowth of concentration. It afford* 

tha Most successful means of achieving the unified centralisation upon 

which the city is based. Its future Is thusly dependent upon tha 

continued need for centralisation, for cities. 

There are those who believe that concentration Is undesirable, 

that It is no longer necessary for the conduct of business, or for 

convenient living. They believe that new methods of transportation 

-nd communication have rendered the centralised city obsolete. They 

advocate decentralisation, escape from concentration into Op 811 Sp&CSS, 

linear cities end swell independent garden citiest Frank Lloyd 

if right who has anticipated the cities disappearance In his conception 

of a country-side Utopia a termed, Broadacres, in which he calls for 

a mlnlaua of one son of land for each family.1 It Is obvious that 

If these theories are realised, the skyscraper is doomed, its function 

no laager necessary* 

This report• however* le not to debate the future of the city, 

bat to concern Itself with that of the skyscraper * And consequently 

shall assume a continued need for cities. 

It is nevertheless noticed that both those who believe the city 

will presently disappear, and those who uphold that business centralisa

tion In cities will always be deeirable, agree on one point ~ that 

the cramped, congested city as we kaow It today, cannot continue* If 

tha elty le to survive, It most be a city of concentration without 

eongectlom* And such Is only possible through the use of property 

•paced tall buildings, concent rat lea in height and not in bulk* It 

has been thie lack of proper area planalag that has caused the congestion 

or THi sktscrap|r 



of streets sad buildings, which is today choking the sfficioacy of 

the city. The tall building, sad likewise the city, cannot exist la 

this cramped, forced and unhealthy atmosphere, they must be eltuated 

within a eufficlent area to perait a free and eaey circulation ef air, 

light aad traffic, and anet be planned with consideration for their 

antual relationship, not as indlvdual structures upon snail individual 

lets. "Their concentration inhiight is Justified only If counter-

halaaced by a liberation of the surrounding land." 

Sullivan had realised this, aad had written in his Autobiography 

St a& iflCav**** **U steel frame structure nay have its aspects ef 

beneficence; but ee long aa men may say, *I shall do as I please with 

ay own*, it presents opposite aspects of social menace and danger...• 

the tall office building leeses Its validity when the surroundings 

are uncongenial to ite nature! and when such buildings are crowded to-
4 

gether upon narrow etreets aad lance they become mutually destructive* • 

It had been partly, although inadequately, realised by the early city 

planners who prepared the 1916 Zoning Resolutions for Sew Tork City. 

They had attempted to specs the tall building, but the open spaces, 

or set-becks, they specified were too far above the streets! aad they 

had lacked the courage to break away from the aspect of the individ

uality of each building. Aad It wee finally realised and expressed 

by meckefeller Contort here ie proof, that given proper planning the 

tall building will provide more light, air;and open space than any 

other building type, and will relieve, rather than increase, congeetlon. 

But lockefeller Ceater Is yet trapped within the tight pattern of 

traffic oonreetion that creeps through Bow Tork City. The United 

Bat ion1 e Secretariat Building exemplifies a still further stride-

toward the maturity ef the skyscraper: here the tall building has 
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been lifted from the tight trafflo pattern aad placed la a clear area, 

taking advantage of easy automobile circulation and parking. This Is 

the true function of tho skyscraper, rising unrestricted to any 

height, and open, open for orientation, sunshine, brasses, and com

munication. This Is planned centralisation, 

Le Corbusler had perhaps offered to us a vision of the future 

skyscraper city. He contends that ths American skyscraper ie too 

small and too olossly cramped by present street patterns, that they 

should be much larger and placed within huge blocks of open area, 

le polnta out, that the average building height in Hew Tork City is 

but four and one-half stories, ana that with an average of only 

sixteen stories, almost three-fourths of the land could be regained 

for open space. Hot Le Corbusler has gone further in his dreams, he 

propoeee sixty story buildings, occupying only five percent of the 

land, spaced by wide elevated parkways, free from cross traffic, and 

even permitting speeds up to ninety miles an hour through the city.-' 

Ls Corbusler has retained the concentration of people, but has eliminated 

eongeetlem. 

An impracticable dreamT Perhaps, but a beautiful solution. And 

a dream that is even now being realised! Pittsburgh has started 

construction on a gr of nine office buildings, widely spaced within 

a twenty-three aero perk. Twenty and twenty-four story towers, they 

are to be situated in open areas, alnlmum spacing between them is 

ninety feet, separated by wide boulevards; freely aocessibls to light, 

air. Here is trul a step towards the future. 
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